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ABSTRACT
Maintenance of underline cable systems requires periodic
measurement of many physical variables at numerous loc
ations. This task can potentially be accomplished with wire
less sensor networks. This paper describes the PDsensing algorithms(Discrete Wavelet Transform) for the in
spection of electrical power cables. The diagnostic sensor
array includes thermal, visual, dielectric, and acoustic sen
sors for the measurement of cable status. Laboratory tests
demonstrate the ability of integrated sensors to measure
parameters of interest with the resolution required by the a
pplication. Field tests in the underground cable system de
monstrate the ability of the designed platform to sense alo
ng the cable, and communicate with the host computer.
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INTRODUCTION
Ensuring reliable and uninterrupted operation of transmiss
ion and distribution networks poses a key challenge in the
area of monitoring and maintenance of power engineering
systems. Indeed, monitoring the condition of highvoltage (HV) systems and cable networks is becoming incr
easingly important as customers demand cheaper electrici
ty with greater security of supply. In turn, this translates to
increased loading of HV cable circuits, whilst reducing ove
rall maintenance and repair costs. Moreover, with unsche
duled shutdown of equipment, additional costs are often in
curred, which are subsequently found to be significantly a
bove the cost of necessary repairs. A satisfactory online m
ethod of anticipating failure of key components is therefor
e required, so as to attain an economic lifetime extension
of high-voltage equipment.
The development of wireless sensor networks(WSN) for m
onitoring and maintenance of underline cables is becomin
g more important among power utilities. The progress in th
is area is driven by the advancements in such enabling fiel
ds as ubiquitous computing, AI technologies, wireless com
munication, sensing, and power scavenging. The deploym
ent of wireless sensor network systems can bring such ad
vantages over traditional monitoring and maintenance met
hods as lower cost, higher measurement accuracy, and gr
eater reliability of system operation. Due to the deregulatio
n and the resulting increasing competition among utilities,
the economic efficiency of daily operations is becoming in

creasingly important in power industry. One of the most co
stly tasks in the power industry is maintenance of power s
ystem infrastructure, namely, generating plants, transmissi
on lines, substations, and distribution networks. A large po
rtion of electric power distribution is accomplished through
cable networks. A typical power utility maintains millions o
f miles of installed cables. Many urban cable installations,
targeted in this project, are installed in tunnels, conduits, o
r pipes, which makes them accessible for WSN. Existing c
able maintenance practices fall into one of the two categor
ies: unplanned maintenance or planned maintenance. Un
planned maintenance is a response to a failure that may h
ave caused a power outage. Planned maintenance is a sc
heduled inspection or replacement of power cables. Altho
ugh planned maintenance ultimately delivers a more reliab
le continuous service, it is not an economical option for util
ities. High reliability of an installed network requires conse
rvative estimations of the remaining cable lifetime. Premat
ure replacement of cables leads to economic losses, whic
h could be avoided if the replacement decision were base
d on the specific site data rather than on generic estimate
s. Condition based maintenance is often viewed as a poss
ible solution in the industry. Case studies showed that up t
o 2/3 of the cable systems scheduled for replacement coul
d be kept in service with predictive diagnostics. A key com
ponent of condition based maintenance for cable systems
is obtaining accurate information about the condition of ea
ch cable. Existing techniques for monitoring the aging of di
stribution networks require manual inspection of individual
cables by maintenance staff or by outside consultants. Th
e instrumentation used for such tasks varies from simple h
andheld devices to vans equipped with highly sensitive me
asurement devices. In all cases, the cable inspection is a
costly process. A broad spectrum of sensing principles is
used for the inspection tasks. Some of these sensing met
hods, especially acoustic detection, are greatly enhanced
by the ability to take measurements along the cable, as op
posed to relying on measuring parameters at the ends of t
he cables. The goal of this project is to develop an WSN p
latform that can inspect underground power distribution ca
bles, thus providing utilities with accurate information regul
arly and at a lower cost.

OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT
The underground cable environment is not as geometricall
y simple as a pipe and requires a much more adaptable d
esign for WSN. Fig. 1 shows an example of the cables an
d their surroundings in a 154kV underground installation a
t S district, Seoul, Korea.

